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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This senior project discusses the design of a residential fire sprinkler system for a local 
fraternity house. The design follows NFPA 13D code, and contains design calculations, 
design drawings, material specifications, and cost analysis. The design was completed with 
the intention of being used for the installation of a fire sprinkler system in the house. 
 v 
 
DISCLAIMER STATEMENT 
 
 
The university makes it clear that the information forwarded herewith is a project resulting 
from a class assignment and has been graded and accepted only as fulfillment of a course 
requirement. Acceptance by the university does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. 
Any use of the information in this report is made by the user(s) at his/her own risk, which 
may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. 
 
Therefore the recipient and/or user of the information contained in this report agrees to 
indemnify, defend and save harmless the State its officers, agents and employees from any 
and all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, form, or corporation who may 
be injured or damaged as a result of the use of this report. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Background Information 
 
Residential fires are a serious threat to any home, and are the third leading cause of home 
deaths according to the CDC. They report that in 2010 the United States experienced 
384,000 home fires, which let to 13,350 injuries, and 2,640 deaths. Alcohol has been 
reported to play a part in 40% of home fires, and when coupled with college students living 
on their own for the first time, can lead to potentially disastrous consequences in student 
housing (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). To combat this risk, fire 
sprinklers are used to improve the survivability during a house fire. James Shannon, the 
president and CEO of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) speaks of the 
effectiveness of fire sprinklers, pointing out that sprinklers decrease the risk of dying in a 
home fire by nearly 80 percent. The evidence has led to Maryland and California adopting 
legislation requiring fire sprinkler systems to be installed in all new one or two family 
homes (National Fire Protection Association, 2012). 
 
The Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity’s house on Foothill Blvd., seen in Figure 1, is currently 
undergoing renovations to comply with city zoning ordinances. One of the requirements is 
the installation of a residential sprinkler system. The fraternity’s status as a nonprofit social 
club means that the budget is tight for these renovations. Efforts are being made to cut costs 
by using alumni connections, and having active brothers help with the work as much as 
possible. By designing the fire sprinkler system, this senior project will hopefully decrease 
the cost of its installation and help save the fraternity money.  
 
 
Figure 1: Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity House 
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Justification 
 
Initial estimates for the cost of the installation of the fire sprinkler system in the fraternity 
house have placed the price at more than $30,000. These estimates were from a local fire 
sprinkler contractor, and included the design and construction. After consulting with an 
alumni advisor, it was determined that designing the system ourselves could significantly 
reduce costs, when done in correlation with using using an alumni connected contractor to 
install the system at a reduced cost. By doing the design work as part of this senior project, 
the goal is to reduce the billable hours for the design to those required for a Professional 
Engineer to review and stamp the drawings.  
 
The fire sprinkler design is a perfect BioResource and Agricultural Engineering senior 
project. It uses the exact same principals of a networked water system commonly found in 
an irrigation design, and applies them to an indoor sprinkler system. Additionally it requires 
surveying, drafting, and project management skills. Research is required to make sure the 
system meets code, as well as to find the most cost efficient materials and methods 
possible.  
 
Objectives 
 
The project aims to have a completed design, which may be stamped by a professional 
engineer, and then used for construction this summer.  
 
Completion of the project objective requires the following steps: 
1. Discuss project requirements with building owner. 
2. Review code and meet with industry professionals to determine the requirements 
and design parameters of the system. 
3. Research available materials and manufactures to find the best materials for the 
project’s design. 
4. Obtain drawings of the house from the house’s architect and complete any required 
surveying; in order have a complete set of “As Is” drawings for the design. 
5. Contact the City of San Luis Obispo to obtain drawings of city standards, as well as 
information regarding existing utilities that must be tied into. 
6. Complete the fire sprinkler design using hydraulic design principals, and aiming for 
the most cost efficient solution that meets code. The design parameters include the 
following: 
a. Determine the location of each sprinkler as required by code. 
b. Meet a required flow rate at each sprinkler as required by code. 
c. Design piping to meet code as efficiently and reliably as possible, 
accounting for pressure loss due to friction, elevation changes, minor losses, 
etc… 
d. Design utility tie-in, and required backflow preventer, pressure regulator, 
valves, etc… 
e. Create construction drawings and specifications. 
7. Review the design and make any required corrections.  
8. Preform cost analysis and estimate for construction cost. 
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9. Prepare written report. 
10. Have a Professional Engineer stamp the design, so it can be used for construction.  
 
To help complete these objectives, personal interviews are to provide the supplement any 
information not found in the National Fire Protection Association Automatic Sprinkler 
Systems for Residential Occupancies Handbook, which will be discussed in the literature 
review. This includes Professor Thomas M. Korman, Ph.D., P.E., P.L.S. A professor in the 
Fire Protection Engineering masters program at Cal Poly, Dr. Korman teaches courses 
focusing on fire suppression systems. Dr. Korman has provided design resources including: 
the NFPA Automatic Sprinkler Systems for Residential Occupancies Handbook, which 
serves as the main resource for the project; and NFPA 13D, the code referenced by the 
handbook. Additionally, Dr. Korman has outlined the steps needed to successfully complete 
the design. This includes: 
1. Determining requirements for code to follow, based on building type and use. 
2. Selecting sprinkler flows and location. 
3. Completing hydraulic design by working backwards from sprinkler heads 
4. Information to obtain from the City of San Luis Obispo, including available 
pressure and flow rate at City utility tie-ins, and relevant city code (Korman, 
2013). 
 
The second personal resource for this project is Jeff Perko, P.E., President and CEO of 
Manito Construction, Inc. As a P.E. and contractor with his fire protection licensing, Jeff 
advises on practical considerations of the design, including construction considerations, and 
how to minimize costs. I have spent 5 years working for Jeff during the summers, and have 
gained a very good knowledge of plumbing, construction techniques, and estimating 
techniques thanks to his guidance. Much of the knowledge used in this project is thanks to 
Jeff’s mentorship (Perko, 2013). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention Fire Death and Injuries: Fire Deaths and 
Injuries Fact Sheet  
 
This fact sheet serves as a reference for statistics regarding fire deaths and injuries in the 
United States. It references 384,000 home fires in the United States; leading to 13,350 
injuries and 2,640 deaths (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). 
 
The National Fire Protection Association Automatic Sprinkler Systems for Residential 
Occupancies Handbook 
 
This handbook serves as the main resource for this senior project. As a comprehensive 
design manual, the code and standards for design are listed, along with commentary and 
design techniques. The applicable code for this type of residence is NFPA 13D, “Standard 
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family Dwellings and 
Manufactured Homes.” The Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity house qualifies as a one- and two-
Family dwelling. For other types of residences, other code must be used. By supplementing 
the handbook’s information with professional’s advice, just about all there is to know about 
designing a residential fire sprinkler system is covered (providing one has the appropriate 
background knowledge of hydraulics, engineering design, and construction).  
 
The purpose of residential fire sprinklers is to prevent injury and loss of life. James 
Shannon, President and CEO of the National Fire Protection Agency, mentions in the 
foreword that fire protection sprinklers decrease the risk of dying in a home fire by nearly 
80%. They also reduce average property loss by 71%, which can help lower insurance rates, 
and protect family’s priceless valuables.  
 
During home fires the most common place for fires to take place is in the kitchen, here 32% 
of fires occur. Following the kitchen is bedrooms and by the fireplace, which are 
responsible for 8% of home fires each. Despite the kitchen’s higher chance of fire, residents 
face the highest risk of dying when fires take place in the bedroom or living room, which 
are each responsible for 24% of fire deaths. Only 8% of fire deaths occur in the kitchen 
 
NFPA testing procedures are discussed in the beginning of the handbook. These tests are 
used to write the code that will be used for the design. To determine the effectiveness of fire 
sprinklers, mock homes are built and fires are set with different fuels, such as furniture or 
chemicals.  
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Materials 
 
Sprinklers. Code states that only new sprinklers are allowed to be installed in residences 
covered by NFPA 13D. The two types of sprinklers available to be installed are: ordinary 
temperature-rated sprinklers with a temperature rating of 135-170 deg. F; and intermediate 
temperature-rated sprinklers, with a temperature rating of 175-225 deg. F. Ordinary 
temperature sprinklers are required to be used where the maximum ambient temperature 
does not exceed 100 deg F. While intermediate temperature sprinklers require ambient 
temperatures can range between 101 and 150 deg. F. Examples of areas can be seen in 
Figure 2, and include: under sky lights, in unventilated concealed spaces such as attics, in 
saunas or steam rooms, and near fire places, ovens, stoves, heat ducts, furnaces, or light 
fixtures. 
 
Figure 2: Heat Source Examples (National Fire Protection Association, 2012) 
System Components. There are many types of pipe allowed in a fire sprinkler design. This 
includes: SDR 9, SDR 13.5, Schedule 5, 10, 30, and 40 steel pipe, Type K, L, and M copper 
tubing, CPVC pipe, and PEX tubing. The handbook lists dimensions and ASTM standards 
for each of these types of pipes as a reference, as well as the properties of their fittings. The 
most likely candidates for the pipe to be used in the design are CPVC pipe, and PEX 
tubing. CPVC is much easier to install than steel pipe or copper tubing, because of its 
flexibility and light weight, as well as its easier to use fittings. This means less labor costs, 
which can significantly drive down the cost of the installation. PEX tubing is even easier to 
install than CPVC because of its greater flexibility, as it can be bent and run around corners 
with fittings. But PEX tubing is also more expensive, so the tradeoff will have to be 
analyzed during the design. 
Design Requirements and Information 
 
Water Supply. Fire sprinklers require a certain pressure to provide the protection needed. 
The design determines the required pressure after friction and minor losses are included. 
This pressure must be able maintained at the required flow rate for 7 to 10 minutes, for the 
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design to meet code. Ideally, the pressure and flow can be supplied city utilities, as is 
anticipated with this design. But the pressure supplied by the city is too low, or if for some 
other reason a sufficient flow rate of water at the required pressure is not available, other 
methods must be used. These methods include: pumps, storage tanks, and pressure tanks. 
Further details are available in the handbook, but they will not be discussed here, as none of 
these devices are anticipated to be needed. 
 
Piping system types. There are two types of sprinkler piping system designs used in 
residential design. The first is a multi-purpose design, which is a system that supplies 
domestic water and water for the fire protection system. This is commonly used when 
domestic water plumbing and the fire protection system are being installed at the same 
time, such as when a new home is built, or major renovations are taking place. It is 
advantageous because less materials and labor are needed to install the system. Examples of 
multi-purpose piping systems are shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: Multi-Purpose Fire Sprinkler System (National Fire Protection Association, 2012) 
The second type is a single-purpose piping system, in which the piping for sprinkler system 
is dedicated solely to fire protection. Single purpose systems are the most common and 
practical way to install fire protection while renovating an already built house, which has 
existing plumbing in place. This is the system that will be used in this design. Examples of 
common arrangement for single system designs can be seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Single-Purpose Fire Sprinkler System (National Fire Protection Association, 
2012) 
Installation requirements. A number of requirements and rules for installation of sprinkler 
systems are listed in the handbook. These must be met for the system to meet code. They 
are listed in the following section. 
 
1.) A single valve to shut off the domestic and fire protection system must be installed. This 
valve is necessary to shut off all of the water to the house in case a pipe breaks, or is 
damaged in some way, as well as for freeze protection, and service reasons. 2.) A minimum 
½” system drain must be installed. A drain valve is necessary in case the system needs to be 
serviced, or the homeowner wishes to drain it for freeze protection if the house is 
unoccupied. 3.) If a pressure tank is used in the system, pressure gauges are required. They 
are not required if there is not a pressure tank. 4.) Pipe supports must meet local plumbing 
requirements. Support requirements may vary by location. For example, in a seismically 
active area the requirements may be more stringent. In addition to this, manufacturer’s 
requirements for pipe support should always be met or exceeded. 5.) Sprinkler installation 
must follow manufacturer instructions. 6.) Sprinklers are not to be painted unless approved 
by manufacturer. In the past, home sprinklers were not very visually appealing, which let to 
the desire to paint over. Manufacturers have recently made home sprinklers much more 
aesthetically pleasing, but if one still wishes to paint their sprinklers they must consult with 
the manufacturer before hand. 6.) Water flow alarms are to be installed if the home is not 
equipped with smoke detectors. In some areas, smoke detectors are not required. This 
requirement ensures that in the event of a fire residents are alerted. 
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Sprinkler Position and Requirements. When designing a fire protection system, the 
operating pressure of a sprinkler required to be at least the minimum pressure specified by 
the manufacturer, or 7 psi. The designer must take care to make sure that the discharge is 
not to be affected by obstructions, such as fans, light fixtures, etc. This often requires a site 
walk of the location, to make sure that the selected locations for sprinklers are okay. 
However, some obstructions are okay. These are called “shadow areas”, and are 
architectural obstructions that cannot be designed around. They can be thought of as 
forming a shadow over the sprinklers spray pattern. Shadow areas are acceptable as long as 
the total area is less than 15 square feet. Example illustrations that help define shadow areas 
can be found in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: Examples of Shadow Areas (National Fire Protection Association, 2012) 
In a design, sprinklers are required to be installed in all areas of the home except: 
bathrooms less than 55 square ft.; closets and pantries less than 24 square ft.; garages, 
porches, or car ports; attics or non-living spaces; unheated projections of the building, as 
long as it is not the only means for a person to escape the building; and ceiling pockets less 
than 100 cubic feet. 
 
Protection from Freezing. The handbook has extensive information for methods of 
protecting a fire sprinkler from freezing in cold weather. The most common method of 
protection, and the only one that applies to the San Luis Obispo climate is insulation. 
Insulation is required to be used in areas where temperature may drop below 40 deg F, such 
as in attics. For colder weather climates, other methods are used. The most common method 
is the addition of anti-freeze to the water. When this is done care must be taken to prevent 
backflow, which could contaminate domestic water. The anti-freeze must also meet health 
requirements, which require it to be safe if someone is sprayed by an active sprinkler. These 
systems also require the anti-freeze to be periodically drained and replaced. One more type 
of system to protect from freezing is a dry pipe system. This is a newer technology, and as 
of now is more costly and takes more maintenance than wet systems. The basic principal 
behind a dry system is that the pipes do not contain water until the sprinklers are activated 
by a fire. 
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Design 
 
Discharge and Hydraulic Calculation. The basic design principal for sprinkler systems is 
the same as for an irrigation design. One starts by looking at the required flow rate and the 
coverage of the sprinklers. Code calls for sprinklers to provide a minimum flow of 0.05 
gpm/sq.ft, or the sprinklers listed flow rate, whichever is greater. If necessary, corrections 
must be made to the sprinklers flow rate using Equation 1 below 
 q = kp0.5         (1) q = sprinkler flow rate k = sprinkler kfactor (supplied by manufacturer) p = pressure at sprinkler head        
 
The sprinklers must be located so that all of the required areas, listed earlier, are covered.  
Once the location of the sprinklers is known, the network of the piping can be laid out. 
There are three types of networks, the choosing of which varies based upon the sprinkler 
layout. The first is a looped system, with two mains tied together just after the water supply, 
and meeting at the end. Individual sprinklers are located at the dead ends of branch lines. 
An example of this can be seen below in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6: Looped Fire Sprinkler System (National Fire Protection Association, 2012) 
 
 
The second type of network is a gridded system in which individual systems are supplied in 
two directions; which are fed by two mains, and tied together by branch lines. An example 
can be seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Gridded Fire Sprinkler System (National Fire Protection Association, 2012) 
 
The third type of network is a straight run system, also known as a tree system because of 
its geometry. It consists of a single main line feeding branch lines for individual sprinklers. 
An example of a straight run system can be seen in Figure 8.  
 
 
Figure 8: Straight Run Fire Sprinkler System (National Fire Protection Association, 2012) 
 
 
When designing for flow rate, one is to make the assumption that a maximum of two 
sprinklers are active during the fire. This minimum is kept low to by the NFPA to keep the 
cost of fire sprinkler systems low for homeowners. By looking at the furthest two sprinklers 
in the system, the required pressure for the sprinkler’s required flow rate can be found. 
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From there, the designer is to work backwards through the system; calculating pressure 
change due to friction at the system flow rate, and due to elevation change. From the 
change in pressure, pipe can be sized to meet the required pressure. The hydraulic 
calculations to find the system pressure involve Bernoulli’s Equation, the Hazen-Williams 
Equation, and the minor losses equation.  
 
Bernoulli’s Equation is used to find the change in pressure due to elevation change and 
friction loss. It can be seen below in Equation 2. 
 Pupstream + Elevupstream + Vupstream2 2g= Pdownstream + Elevdownstream + Vdowntream2 2g + Hf + Hl P = pressure         (2) Elev = elevation V = velocity Hf = friction loss Hl = minor losses g = gravity (64.4 fts2) 
 
Hazen-Williams Equation is used to find the friction loss in the system. It can be seen 
below in Equation 3.  
 Hf = 10.5 ∗ �GPMC �1.852 ∗ L ∗ ID−4.87      (3) Hf = friction loss GPM = flow rate in gallons per minute C = pipe Cfactor (found in tables in handbook) L = pipe length ID = pipe inner diameter (found in tables in handbook) 
 
 
The minor losses equation is used to find the pressure loss through valves, bends, and other 
equipment. It can be found below in Equation 4. 
 Hl = kV22g          (4) Hl = minor losses k = k − factor for obstruction (found in tables in handbook) V = velocity g = gravity (64.4 fts2) 
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These hydraulic equations are tabulated in tables in NFPA 13D. Using the tables, the 
pressure loss throughout the system is calculated. Multiple iterations are then run, until the 
change in pressure and flow rate becomes negligible. While running these iterations, the 
pipe is sized to supply the required pressure to the sprinklers. It is important to note that 
when sizing pipe for the system, code requires that a minimum pipe size of: 1” for steel 
pipe and ¾” for non-steel pipe, be used. 
 
Once the calculations and sizing are complete, a scaled drawing can be made. While not 
required, it is most often necessary to convey the design to the contractor installing the 
system. The drawing, if made, is required to have: 
• Building address 
• Size and type of domestic line, including length to city connection 
• Water meter size 
• Current static water pressure 
• Interior walls 
• Model, manufacturer, orifice size, and spacing requirements of sprinklers 
• Type of pipe 
• Hanger spacing requirement of pipe, from manufacturer 
• Riser detail 
• Installing contractor information 
 
Other Requirements 
 
Once installation is complete, the building owner is required to be supplied with the 
following information. Much of this is the responsibility of the contractor, but the designer 
may take part as well. This includes maintenance instructions, and how to complete 
periodic inspections and testing. Manufacturers instructions for the system, including 
painting instructions must be supplied. And contact information for the installing contractor 
and a sprinkler service company must be given. 
 
 
TYCO Fire Products 
 
The TYCO Fire Products website was consulted to obtain information regarding materials 
to be used for the project.  
 
TYCO Rapid Response Series LFII Residential 4.9 K-factor Concealed Pendant Sprinklers 
were selected to be used  because they sit flush with the ceiling, for visual aesthetics; and 
are less likely to by accidentally set off, due to the flush profile and concealing cap. The 
price from the TYCO website was $85 per sprinkler. 
 
The TYCO 513D 1 Inch Riser Manifold was selected. It incorporates a drain valve, 
pressure gauge, and water flow alarm into one assembly, which simplifies installation. The 
price from the TYCO website was $750. 
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The TYCO Rapid Response Model RSV-1 Residential Shut-Off Valve DN25 was selected 
to separate the fire protection system from the residential water system, and to act as a 
check valve. The price from the TYCO website was $1100. 
 
TYCO BlazeMaster CPVC Pipe and Fittings were selected as the standard for the CPVC 
piping (TYCO Fire Products, 2013).  
 
The materials specifications from TYCO can be found in Appendix C. 
US Plastic 
 
The US Plastic website was used to find prices for CPVC pipe and fittings for the cost 
analysis (US Plastic Corporation, 2013). The prices used can be found in Appendix D.  
 
Home Depot 
 
The Home Depot website was used to find prices for Type L copper tubing and fittings for 
the cost analysis (Home Depot, 2013). The prices used can be found in Appendix D. 
 
United Rentals 
 
The United Rentals website was used to find prices equipment rentals (United Rentals, 
2013). The prices used can be found in Appendix D. 
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PROCEDURES AND METHODS 
 
Surveying, Site Reconnaissance, and Initial Drawings 
 
The first step in the design procedure was updating existing architectural drawings for the 
house to suit the designs needs. The initial layout for the house was obtained from David 
Brannon at Studio Design Group Architects, Inc. These drawings provided the floor layout 
for the house, but were lacking elevations and interior details. The accuracy of these 
drawings had to be confirmed by comparing them to the house’s actual dimensions; which 
was done using a tape measure. The drawings were found to be accurate, and while 
completing this task, any interior obstructions were made note of. The next step was 
obtaining elevation data for each floor of the house. This was done using a tape measure 
and laser level. The elevation of the bottom of the basement was recorded as a relative 
height of 0’-0”, and the height to the ceiling was measured. The difference in height was 
then added or subtracted to and from each floor, using the laser level to transition between 
rooms when necessary. This was completed twice, once from the bottom floor to the top; 
and once from the top floor to the bottom. The resulting difference between the two 
measurements was 0.25”, which is accurate enough for the purposes of this design. The 
final surveying task was determining the best location to locate the sprinkler supply and 
header. It was decided that the header would be placed in the garage, where it would be 
exposed and easy to access. To locate the header in the garage, the sprinkler supply line was 
to hook in to the water supply just downstream of the city water meter. The supply line 
would then be buried from the water meter, through the front yard, and into the garage. In 
addition to completing surveying, the city’s supply water pressure was measured numerous 
times throughout the day. The pressure was subject to change, due to different flows at 
different times of the day. The lowest water pressure found was 110 psi. This pressure 
would be used later in the system’s design.  
 
Once the site data was recorded, the drawings were updated in AutoCAD. Details were 
added to the interior plan drawings, such as closets and baths. A section drawing was 
created from scratch using the elevations measured earlier. This section drawing would be 
important when looking at the difference in pressure between floors. The location of the 
city connection and water meter was drawn in, and the city water pressure was made note 
of on the plans. Additionally, a title block and border were created. The title block 
contained: the building address, the project name, a “designed by” field, a “drawn by” field, 
the date of the drawings completion, sheet numbers, a scale reference, and information 
detailing that it was a Cal Poly senior project. A drawing cover sheet with a map of the 
house location and picture of the house was also created. The line weights for different 
components of the drawing were also adjusted as needed.  
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Material Selection 
  
Before the fire protection system could be designed, the materials had to be selected. These 
materials included the sprinklers, pipe type, header, and valves. It was decided to use 
TYCO Fire products for the design because the company is an industry leader, had easy to 
use product manuals and price sheets, and competitive prices. The design calls for “or 
equivalent” products, meaning that the installing contractor could use a different product if 
it is shown to be equal or better than the TYCO products selected. This is useful if the 
contractor can obtain a less expensive but equal in performance product, or if they have a 
preferred supplier. The specifications for all of the selected materials can be found in 
Appendix C. 
 
The sprinklers selected were “TYCO Rapid Response Series LFII Residential 4.9 K-factor 
Concealed Pendant Sprinklers (TY3596).” These sprinklers sit flush with the ceiling, for 
visual aesthetics. They are also less likely to by accidentally set off, due to the flush profile 
and concealing cap. The design calls for the sprinklers to provide a coverage area of 16’ x 
16’, which required a pressure of 7 psi and a flow of 13 GPM, according to the 
specifications. 
 
The riser manifold selected was the “TYCO 513D 1 Inch Riser Manifold (TFP960).” This 
riser manifold incorporates a drain valve, pressure gauge, and water flow alarm into one 
easy to install assembly.    
 
The “TYCO Rapid Response Model RSV-1 Residential Shut-Off Valve DN25 (TFP980)” 
was selected to separate the fire protection system from the residential water system. It 
contains a built in check valve to prevent flow from the fire protection system to the city 
supply.  
 
The CPVC pipe and fittings selected were “TYCO BlazeMaster CPVC Pipe and Fittings.” 
They meet the required standards for fire protection pipe, such as good heat resistance and 
strength. CPVC is also easier to install and has lower friction than many alternatives. CPVC 
is also relatively cheap, especially when compared to copper. It is to be installed in any 
buried or concealed applications.  
 
Type L Copper tubing was selected for any exposed piping. NFPA 13D excludes CPVC 
from being used in most exposed locations. Copper tubing is easy to install, and has low 
friction loss.  
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Sprinkler Location Design 
 
With the type of sprinkler now selected, the layout could be determined. A 16’ x 16’ 
coverage area was decided on for the sprinklers because it would cover the width of any 
room in the house. Using this coverage area, a graphic was drawn up in AutoCAD showing 
the coverage. This was then overlaid on the house plans, until every required area was 
covered. An example of this overlay can be seen in Figure 9. 
 
 
Figure 9: Sprinkler Location Design 
The areas that were required to have coverage are detailed in Section 8.3 of NFPA 13D. In 
this design, closets less than 24 square feet, bathrooms less than 55 square feet, and the attic 
were not required to have sprinklers. Other than those exceptions, sprinklers were laid out 
to cover all areas of the house. Fortunately, there were no difficult areas to cover, such as 
shadow areas, which are discussed in the Literature Review; and there were no significant 
obstructions that had to be designed around. When placing the sprinklers, a minimum 
spacing of 8 feet had to be observed, as well as a maximum spacing of 16 feet. Once the 
sprinklers were laid out, the coverage overlay was erased from the drawing, leaving just the 
location of the sprinkler heads. 
 
Supply Line Layout  
 
With the location of the sprinklers now determined, the location for the supply pipe had to 
be laid out. The supply pipe had to be designed with the shortest runs possible, for cost and 
hydraulic reasons; but ease of installation also had to be considered. A riser was placed in 
the garage, leading to the house’s attic. Main lines for the house’s upper and main levels 
branched off of this riser in the attic. Main lines also branched off of the riser, leading to the 
garage and lower levels; where the pipe is to be run through the ceiling. It was decided to 
use a minimum pipe size of 3/4" for the riser, main lines, and branch lines. This is because 
code states that this is the smallest size pipe that can be used, without designing a 
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networked system. A networked system requires that each sprinkler be supplied by a 
minimum of three separate paths. By using no smaller than 3/4" pipe, a straight run design 
could be used; where main lines supply branch lines without any looping. This was able to 
cut down on materials used, and make the installation simpler. Once the path of the supply 
lines were decided upon, they were added to the drawings. 
 
Pipe Sizing 
 
With the pipe layout decided upon, the pipes could now be sized. NFPA 13D calls for 
worksheets to be used in the sizing of the pipe. This results in uniformity between designs, 
and easy crosschecking between designers. The completed worksheets for this design can 
be seen in Appendix B, Design Calculations. The steps for pipe sizing are:  
1. Establish system flow rate, following sections 10.1 and 10.2 of NFPA 13D – These 
sections call for the two sprinklers with the highest hydraulic demand, on each floor, 
to be designed to meet minimum pressure and flow requirements. So for this design, 
the two furthest sprinklers on all four levels of the house had to be supplied with 7 
psi, while the system was flowing at 26 GPM. 
2. Determine the city supply’s water pressure – As mentioned earlier, during site 
reconnaissance the minimum water pressure found at the street was 110 psi.  
3. Arbitrarily select pipe sizes, based on anticipated need – A pipe size must be 
assumed to run the necessary hydraulic calculations. If the final pressure proved to 
be adequate, the selection was suitable; if not the pipe had to be resized. For the first 
iteration a minimum pipe size of 3/4” was selected. This proved to be inadequate on 
one floor of the house, so the pipe size had to be increased and the calculations run 
again. 
4. Determine pressure loss through the water meter and deduct from the water pressure 
at the street – Table 10.4.3(a) was used to find the pressure loss through the water 
meter. By knowing the meter size of 3/4" and a maximum system flow rate of 26 
GPM, it could be read directly from the table that the pressure loss through the 
meter was 14 psi. 
5. Deduct pressure loss for elevation – Equation 5 below was to be used to deduct 
pressure loss due to change in elevation. 
 Building height above street (ft)  ×  0.433 = pressure loss (psi)  (5) 
 
6. Deduct pressure loss from city main to inside control valve – The pressure loss 
through this section of pipe was to be found by multiplying the length of the pipe, 
by the pressure loss per foot associated with the pipe material and size. This value 
was found in Table 10.4.3.(a) in the handbook. 
7. Deduct pressure loss within the building – The pressure loss through these sections 
of pipe were to be found by multiplying the length of the pipe, by the pressure loss 
per foot associated with the pipe material and size. These values were found in 
Table 10.4.3.(a,b) in the handbook. 
8. Deduct pressure loss through valves and fittings – The valves and fittings between 
the city supply, and the furthest two sprinklers were to be counted and listed. Each 
component was then assigned an equivalent pipe length in feet, from Table 
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10.4.3(d). All of the equivalent pipe lengths were then added up, and multiplied by 
the pressure loss per foot of pipe found earlier, to find the pressure loss through all 
of the fittings. 
9. These steps were repeated for all four floors of the house. 
10. If, after all of the deductions, the pressure supplied to the last sprinkler was less than 
the required 7 psi, the pipes had to be resized. 
11. If, after all of the deductions, the pressure supplied to the last sprinkler was more 
than the required 7 psi, the pipe sizes were acceptable. 
 
Once multiple iterations of the steps above were run, an acceptable design was reached. 1” 
pipe was used upstream of the riser manifold, and 3/4" pipe was used downstream. This 
design ended up incorporating a good factor of safety, by providing more than twice the 
required pressure to the most hydraulically demanding sprinkler. 
 
Final Drawings 
 
Now that the pipe was sized, the drawings could be updated to reflect the final design. The 
drawings were made sure to include all of the information required. Code states that the 
drawings for residential sprinkler systems must contain: 
• Building address 
• Size and type of domestic line, including length to city connection 
• Water meter size 
• Current static water pressure 
• Interior walls 
• Model, manufacturer, orifice size, and spacing requirements of sprinklers 
• Type of pipe 
• Hanger spacing requirement of pipe, from manufacturer 
• Riser detail 
The data from the pipe sizing was added in, as well as information regarding installation, 
such as sloping requirements and construction details. A detail drawing of the riser 
manifold was created with the help CAD drawings from the TYCO website. The drawing 
was sized to have a 1/8” = 1’ scale when plotted on 11” x 17” paper. Lastly, the line 
weights needed final adjustment to emphasize the new construction, while still showing 
existing conditions clearly. Once the final drawings were completed, they were thoroughly 
reviewed. Several mistakes were found and corrected, such as the lack of sufficient 
drainpipes, and incorrect scaling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other Deliverables 
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In addition to the drawings, the design calculations and material specifications had to be 
provided. The design calculations, found in Appendix B, were created in Microsoft Excel. 
They were formatted in an easy to read way so that others can check and understand the 
work. The material specifications, found in Appendix C were obtained from the 
manufacturer. They provide a resource for the installing contractor to make sure the correct 
materials are obtained; and act as a reference when choosing “or equal” products. 
 
Cost Analysis 
 
The final step of the design was performing the cost analysis, which can be found in 
Appendix D. First a takeoff from the plans was performed; in which every length of pipe 
and valve or fitting was recorded step by step, throughout the entire system. Prices for these 
materials were then obtained from online suppliers. A trencher and core driller were each 
priced to be used for an 8-hour day. Next the labor had to be accounted for. A labor rate of 
0.45 hours per each foot of pipe was assumed. This resulted in a work crew of 3 working 
for 1.5 weeks, which seems reasonable. The workers were given a flat hourly rate of $50 
per hour, which takes into account the average wages for a crew and operating costs. An 
extra 15% for overhead and profit, and an extra 15% for consumables and miscellaneous 
costs were also added. When all of these costs were added up, the final project cost is 
estimated to be about $19,000.  
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RESULTS 
 
 
This project resulted in four different deliverables, which will be given to the owners of the 
house. They were design calculations, which can be found in Appendix B; material 
specifications, found in Appendix C; a cost analysis, found in Appendix D; and design 
drawings, found in Appendix E.  
 
The final design used 21 sprinklers to cover all required areas of the house. 1” and 3/4" 
CPVC pipe, and 1” and 3/4" copper tubing were used to supply water to the sprinklers. 
Nearly 400 feet of pipe is to be installed. A riser manifold and shutoff valve are also to be 
installed in the system, as well as drain lines in case service is needed. 
 
The design calculations show that a high factor of safety was provided throughout the 
system, with double the require pressure available to the most hydraulically demanding 
sprinkler. They may be consulted in the future by engineers or contractors working on this 
project. 
 
The material specifications detail the products that were designed into the system, and 
provide a reference for contractors purchasing materials.  
 
The cost analysis incorporated all aspects of construction, and showed the anticipated cost 
of each portion of the project. The estimated cost ended up being $18,983. 
 
The design drawings incorporated all aspects of the design into 6 sheets, which show the 
details of the sprinkler system. They show the pipe size throughout the system, and the 
location at which the sprinklers are to be placed. The riser manifold is detailed to show its 
installation location and position. Notes regarding construction are located throughout the 
drawing. Information regarding the house’s address and location is included as well. And 
last of all a comprehensive title block is on each page, showing the designer, drafter, page 
number, project name, and details calling it out as a Cal Poly Senior Project. 
 
For further details regarding the results please see the Appendices B thru E.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
 
This senior project proved to be very successful, completing nearly all of its objectives. A 
usable design, that meets code, was developed. The design calculations follow the outline 
laid out in NFPA 13D, allowing others to easily review and check the design. The materials 
selected are easy to find, and cost competitive; and their attached specifications provide a 
reference to future contractors. The design drawings convey all necessary information for 
the installation of a sprinkler system; and follow the requirements laid out by code. A cost 
analysis was able to provide a ballpark estimate of the cost of the project. The only 
objective that was not completed by this project was getting the design stamped by a 
professional engineer so they could be used for construction. Hopefully in the future, the 
design can be given to a PE who can review it, and approve it for use in construction. 
 
The initial drawings and site reconnaissance took much more work than anticipated. These 
steps in the design were required to be completed before the sprinklers could be laid out, or 
design calculations done. The project was delayed several times when missing information 
was found while working on the design. When this happened, the design had to be put on 
hold while the house was visited and more information was sought out. Part of the problem 
stemmed from inexperience with these kinds of designs, and lessons were often learned 
after mistakes were made. If a similar project were attempted again, it would go much 
faster because of knowledge gained the hard way. 
 
The backbone of the project was the design calculations. A lot of work was required to be 
put in surveying the house and completing the drawings and sprinkler layout before the 
calculations could be done. But it is the calculations that prove that the piping and sprinkler 
layout is acceptable by code for fire protection. The fact that code governs so much of the 
design actually made the calculations fairly easy. The step by step process, which is 
intended to make the calculations easy to read, simplified the work greatly. The minimum 
pipe size of 3/4" for the system prevented much of the effort that would have been required 
for economically sizing the pipe, using the smallest size possible. 
 
The design calculations and most of the major parts of the design required no change after 
they were complete. But after further review, several small problems were discovered that 
had to be corrected. It was found that the system was inadequately drained, due to the 
supply lines having high points. This was corrected by placing drain lines that exited the 
building in different locations. A site walk after the initial design was complete showed that 
a sprinkler was located too close to a wall mounted heater. The sprinkler had to be switched 
from an ordinary temperature rating to an intermediate temperature rating. Reviewing code 
after the design showed that two sprinklers were unnecessarily placed in bathrooms; so they 
were removed, reducing the cost. At the end of the design calculations, the pressure at the 
sprinklers ended up being twice that recommended by code. This provides a good factor of 
safety against unforeseen issues. 
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Once the calculations and design were complete, the drawings had to be refined so as to be 
presentable, and usable. A lot of effort was put into making the dimensioning as helpful as 
possible, without becoming too cluttered. The line weights and plot styles required 
adjustment to emphasize the correct information. The correct information regarding 
construction had to be included in the notes on the drawings, in order for the design to be 
usable. It was important to create a cover page and title block that was professional and 
clear. This added credibility to the design, by showing attention to detail; it also clearly 
conveyed the source of the design and its purpose.  
 
The cost analysis is likely a very conservative estimate for the price of the project. There is 
a good possibility that the labor costs and consumables are too high. Additionally, 
contractors are likely able to get cheaper materials than were found for this report. It will be 
interesting to see what the actual cost of the installation is.  
 
An alternative design strategy that possibly could have reduced costs, is using different 
piping materials. Tubing could have been used instead of pipe, which would have been 
easier to install. This would have reduced labor cost, but the material costs would have 
gone up, because tubing is more expensive. A professional with more experience would 
have been more qualified to decide which system to use; but for this project it was decided 
to use the more common and standard piping design. Costs could have also been cut by 
using less expensive sprinkler heads, that weren’t concealed. But because this design was 
for a fraternity house, it seemed wise to use the concealed sprinklers, which are less likely 
to be set off accidentally. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
This design turned out successfully, but the project did not reach its ultimate goal of being 
stamped by a Professional Engineer at the end of the quarter. Part of the problem was that 
for experienced fire sprinkler installers, the design for a residential system is very simple 
and straight forward. Most of the cost for the project comes from the labor and materials. 
Therefore, any company contracted to install the system would likely wish to develop their 
own design for clarity and liability purposes; and using this project’s design may not save 
enough money to be worth the effort for the building owner. If this project were to be 
completed again, the best course of action would be finding a local contractor and working 
with them from the start. They would have standard designs that would simplify the 
process, and an agreement could be worked out before hand as to the discount that might be 
given.  
 
There are several recommendations to be made if someone were starting this project from 
the beginning. The first is to have a better idea of the type of design that will be used before 
starting research. A lot of time was spend reading about networked systems, and supply 
lines made of tubing; none of which was applicable to this project. The second 
recommendation is to anticipate spending more time on the pre and post design calculation 
parts of the project. It was anticipated that the design calculations and pipe sizing would 
take the most time. But it actually took the least time, with site reconnaissance and working 
on the drawings taking much longer than planned. The third recommendation is to rely on 
outside help more. There were some problems that popped up, such as trying to figure out if 
a sprinkler belonged in a certain area, that could have been quickly answered by a 
professional. Instead, hours were wasted trying to find the correct answer in the code. 
 
Regarding continuation of the project, it is still unclear if this design will actually be used. 
Professional engineers qualified to approve and use this plans would likely be able to do 
their own design in close to the time it would take to review and approve this design. They 
would also be able to reduce their own liability and meet company standards if they 
completed the design themselves. Additionally, by not working on and charging for a 
design, the company would just make less money. It is recommended that local contractors 
and installers are contacted and presented with the plans, and the building owners try to see 
if a deal can be worked out.  
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BRAE PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 
 
 
The BRAE senior project must include a significant engineering design experience: one that 
builds upon the fundamental concepts of mathematics, basic sciences, the humanities and 
social sciences, engineering topics and communication skills to solve a problem. Design is 
the process of devising a system, component, or process to meet specific needs. The design 
process typically includes the following fundamental elements: 
 
Establishment of objectives and criteria. The design will involve meeting with the building 
owner and architect to set design objectives, as well as consulting with industry 
professionals. 
 
Synthesis and analysis. The project will involve a systematic design of the fire sprinkler 
system to meet the required pressure and flow rates to meet code. 
 
Design evaluation. The design will be reviewed and evaluated by a qualified individuals, 
with the goal of developing a final design that can be stamped by a PE and used for 
construction. 
 
Incorporation on applicable engineering standards. The design will follow all building code 
and industry standards for residential fire sprinkler systems in California. 
 
Capstone Project Experience. The BRAE senior project must incorporate knowledge and 
skills acquired in earlier coursework (Major, Support and/or GE courses). 
 
Incorporates knowledge/ skills from these key courses: 
• BRAE 133 Engineering Graphics 
• BRAE 151 AutoCAD 
• BRAE 239 Engineering Surveying 
• BRAE 312 Hydraulics 
• BRAE 414 Irrigation Engineering 
• BRAE 403 Ag Systems Engineering  
• Technical Writing 
 
Design Parameters and Constraints  
 
The project should address a significant number of the categories and constraints listed below: 
 
Physical. The design requires hydraulic calculations for the sprinkler system have the 
necessary pressure and flow rate to meet code. It will take into account the architecture of 
the house, and other constraints related to the construction and installation of the system. 
 
Economic. The design will meet code and industry standards as economically as possible. It 
will take into account pipe sizing, equipment specified, and construction techniques such as 
to be high quality at as low a price as possible. 
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Health and Safety. The purpose of the design is to provide protection against the dangers of 
fire to the residents of the house. The design’s goal will be the ultimate safety of the 
residents, with all other aspects secondary. 
 
Ethical. The design is for the safety of the residents of the house, therefore an ethical design 
will put high quality above other considerations such as economics. 
 
Social. The design must take into account the behaviors those who will be residing in the 
fraternity house. Therefore items such as the location of the header, and sprinkler heads 
should be designed to prevent interference and tampering as much as possible. 
 
Aesthetic. The design will aim to be as aesthetically pleasing as possible. A good design 
will be as unnoticeable as possible, while still providing the necessary fire protection.  
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